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On any day in Hong Kong, it’s said, five demonstrations are going on. In the latest 

occupations of Central and Admiralty, the grandchildren of pro-democracy activists took to 

the streets, protesting China’s proposed ‘comprehensive jurisdiction’ and demanding 

universal suffrage. They objected among other things to Hong Kong being swamped (as 

Pauline Hanson would say) by mainland Chinese who shop there, do business, maintain 

second families, and seek ‘right of abode’. In March 2014 Taipei’s ‘yellow’ protests began, 

followed by Hong Kong’s ‘umbrella’ demonstrations in September/October, and in Taiwan, 

calls have now been heard for renewed action: ‘Today Hong Kong, tomorrow Taiwan’. The 

authorities in China, who get nervous when a few hundred people meet in public, must be 

watching these disruptions of social harmony like hawks. When seventeen- 

year-old Joshua Wong called on his fellow students in Hong Kong to ‘rise and dream’, it was 

as if Tiananmen was Kowloon and once again a tiny man stood facing the oncoming tanks. 

Writers about Vietnam for decades remained transfixed with the ‘American war’, as if 

the country had no other narrative. Similarly, almost every modern Western novelist of China 

seems to gravitate to Tiananmen. Australian observers of those events at first hand, Nicholas 

Jose and Linda Jaivin, are among many non-Chinese who have written about them in fact and 

fiction. Yet one of Australia’s most prolific novelists, Ouyang Yu, even in his ostensibly no-

holds-barred accounts of contemporary China, avoids the subject, as do most other Chinese 

Australian writers. They may be fearful, embarrassed, or simply have a longer sense of 

history. Tiananmen, after all, was famous before 1989 as the site of the May 4th movement in 

1919, Mao’s proclamation of the People’s Republic in 1949, and demonstrations after the 



	  

death of Zhou Enlai in 1976. But reticence about it is common, according to Louisa Lim and 

Rowena Liaoqing He, who are expatriate writers in the United States. In The People’s 

Republic of Amnesia (2014), Lim calls widespread ignorance in China about the events of 

1989 ‘the Great Forgetting’, finding that what happened in Tiananmen has been obliterated 

from public memory and replaced by populist, regime-supportive, xenophobic nationalism. In 

Tiananmen Exiles (2014) Liaoqing He interviews Chinese who fled, cannot return home, and 

vividly remember 1989. But national amnesia is hardly surprising, since contemporary 

Chinese writers who mention the unmentionable like Liu Xiaobo, or Gao Xingjian (who won 

the Nobel Prize for literature in 2000 and was translated by Australia’s Mabel Lee), and 

artists like Ai Wei Wei who reference Tiananmen are forced into exile, imprisoned, or given 

a hard time. Evidently, the feisty, violent fiction of Mo Yan, who was the Nobel laureate in 

2012, does not cause Chinese authorities such concern. Mo credits Sheng Keyi with being a 

bold and talented writer, although his praise for her ‘wild, shrewish style’ is faint, perhaps 

deliberately. 

Why is Sheng Keyi’s Death Fugue, her sixth novel, which is published in Hong Kong 

and Taiwan, unpublishable in China? For at least three reasons. 

First, because it is explicitly dedicated to the 1960s generation of Chinese, who were 

young adults in 1989, and whose recollections of Tiananmen inform Sheng’s book. It is the 

amnesia of their descendants that she seeks to dispel. Her narrative begins in Beiping, a 

barely disguised Chinese capital, where the authorities’ reaction to an enigmatic, towering 

pile of shit in the Round Square sets off massive youth protests and a hunger strike, followed 

by armed retaliation. Sheng’s central characters are Yuan Mengliu, a 1960s-born surgeon and 

sometime poet, and Qizi with whom he falls in love, an idealistic student who rises to lead 

the hunger-striking demonstrators. Predictably, they are rounded up with their friends, 

interrogated, and sent their separate ways. Some of them are injured, some killed, and others 

disappear, but Mengliu survives and eventually re-encounters Qizi in a surprising new guise. 

Second, if recalling revolutionary fervour isn’t reason enough for the Chinese authorities 

to ban Sheng’s novel, being immoral evidently is. Feng Tang, who has written lyrical novels 

about youth culture in China in the 1990s, labels it ‘vulgar, filthy, shallow, and shameless’ in 

his cover blurb. In fact, in Sheng’s narrative Mengliu’s shallowest behaviour is dividing 

women according to those who like revolution and those who don’t, and varying how he 

‘[has] his way with them’ accordingly. Readers in Australia expecting filth and vulgarity in 

Sheng’s novel will be disappointed, just as they may by Ouyang Yu’s Diary of a Naked 



	  

Official (2014) which promises more shamelessness than it delivers. No doubt aware of this, 

Ouyang comments sarcastically in his novel that Chinese are stereotyped in the West as 

immoral, while the immorality that shocks Chinese is taken in the West for granted.  

Third, Sheng and her 1970s generation of writers are further accused by Feng Tang 

(himself born in 1971) of being ‘incapable of speech and lacking in depth of ideology’. 

Clearly, Sheng can write fiction, and has a lively imagination. A few linguistic infelicities 

may be due more to the translator’s struggles for the right English expression than to the 

author’s use of words (e.g. ‘Throughout Qizi’s harsh speech Mengliu’s pupils dilated until 

they were like flowers in full bloom’, page 136). As for ideology, that is the central concern 

of Sheng’s book, but it may not be of the kind Feng Tang and the authorities prefer, 

particularly in its advocacy of public protest: ‘If our generation continues to remain silent, 

this whole incident will be erased’ (374). Nor presumably do they welcome this concluding 

statement: ‘To free a person’s thought from a benevolent authority isn’t easy, because this 

sort of freedom requires one to...question the authority itself’ (374).  

After the events in Round Square, Death Fugue progresses to a surreal, contrapuntal 

narrative that involves Mengliu’s arrival in Swan Valley, a cult-like utopian otherworld ruled 

by a rarely visible, legless woman in a wheelchair. The people, chosen on the basis of genetic 

quality, live in Arcadian bliss, forgetful of their past lives, with ‘no desire, no greed, no 

selfishness or distraction, only good deeds’ (181), spending their time discussing 

philosophical insights. Sex is banned. Mengliu is valued as a poet with good genes, which are 

deployed to make a child, but he is imprisoned and tortured for obstinately refusing to write 

poetry. As Swan Valley’s dark side is gradually revealed, it increasingly satirises, and 

resembles, the Beiping he has left. 

Our gain with the publication of this book is China’s loss. Giramondo is to be 

congratulated for bringing Sheng Keyi to the attention of Australian readers.  Our amnesia, 

morality, and ideology are not challenged by Death Fugue as are those of Chinese. But the 

daring of Sheng Keyi, her fellow writers and artists, prompts us to consider how passively we 

accept the official lies, venality, militarism, and invigilation that are now the norm in 

Australia.  


